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Abstract Economic globalization leads to complex decentralized company structures
calling for the extensive use of distributed IT-systems. The business processes of a com-
pany have to reflect these changes of infrastructure. In particular, due to new electronic
applications and the inclusion of a higher number of—potentially unknown—persons,
the business processes are more vulnerable against malicious attacks than traditional
processes. Thus, a business should undergo a security analysis. Here, the vulnerabili-
ties of the business process are recognized, the risks resulting from the vulnerabilities
are calculated, and suitable safeguards reducing the vulnerabilities are selected. Un-
fortunately, a security analysis tends to be complex and affords expensive security
expert support. In order to reduce the expense and to enable domain experts with
in-depth insight in business processes but with limited knowledge about security to
develop secure business processes, we developed the framework MoSSB P facilitating
the handling of business process security requirements from their specification to their
realization. In particular, MoSSBP provides graphical concepts to specify security re-
quirements, repositories of various mechanisms enforcing the security requirements,
and a collection of reference models and case studies enabling the modification of
the business processes. In this paper, the MoSSBP-framework is presented. Addition-
ally, we introduce a tool supporting the MoSSB P -related security analysis of business
processes and the incorporation of safeguards. This tool is based on object-oriented
process models and acts with graph rewrite systems. Finally, we clarify the application
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of the MoSSB P -framework by means of a business process for tender-handling which
is provided by anonymity-preserving safeguards.

Keywords e-Commerce . Business process . MoSSB P . Object-oriented security
analysis . Graph rewriting

1. Introduction

The evolution of the Internet from a net used predominantly by researchers to an
instrument used by nearly everybody in industrial countries leads to the evolution of
electronic commerce applications. These applications vary from business-to-business
applications to business-to-consumer and administration-to-consumer applications.
The growth of the number of e-commerce users, however, is weaker than expected.
One argument for this development is that many potential users distrust e-commerce
applications fearing personal damage due to real or assumed lack of security.

Companies consider this fear by designing secure business processes. When a
company adapts its business processes to its IT-infrastructure in order to act with
business partners (other companies or final consumers) electronically, the modification
of the business processes have to fulfill certain security requirements. In particular, one
has to reflect a new class of security aspects which are relevant to e-commerce-based
but not to traditional business processes. For example the usage of signatures is a well
established and legally unambiguous method to subscribe traditional “paper and pen”
contracts. The use of digital signatures for signing contracts electronically is a new
and not yet settled field in e-commerce. Moreover, due to either non-existing laws or
laws containing impractical solutions, the legal consequences of electronic contract
signatures are not yet clear.

A security analysis is a suitable method to address security aspects of a business
process. The business process is audited for vulnerabilities and threats which may
cause security risks. Based on this audit effective safeguards are selected, designed, and
configured. In detail, an audit comprises a possibly iterated series of phases concerning
the following subtasks (cf. [4]):

1. Identification of the business processes, their elements, and the related human
principals,

2. valuation of the assets contained in the business processes and definition of their
security levels,

3. identification of security requirements resp. vulnerabilities and threats,
4. assessment of resulting risks,
5. planning, design, and evaluation of suitable countermeasures.

Unfortunately, due to the complexity of real-life systems and their security require-
ments a security analysis tends to be complex and laborious. It is suited to well-trained
security experts but not to experts in business application domains. Thus, the engi-
neering of secure business processes is quite expensive since security experts have
to be hired for this task. In the last years, however, new approaches were developed
which reduce the expense and complexity of the analysis of computer systems. They
utilize abstract formal models of the systems and of the security requirements (cf. [3,
11, 35, 39, 40]). The system model forms the basis for the introduction of problem
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solutions which are described by model modifications. Finally, the abstract solutions
are refined to implementable countermeasures. In this paper we adapt formal-based
security analysis to the domain of business processes. In particular, we combine the
two approaches MoSSB P and Object-Oriented Security Analysis in order to facilitate
the automated realization of security requirements of business processes.

MoSSB P (Modeling Security Semantics of Business Processes, cf. [25]) is an
approach to support domain experts which need not to be security experts. The security
requirements, a business process has to fulfill in order to be secure, are modeled
based on graphical design concepts provided by the framework. Moreover, MoSSB P

introduces a procedure to handle modifications of business processes according to
their security requirements. Therefore various existing enforcement procedures for
security requirements as well as soft- and hardware tools realizing the corresponding
safeguards are collected and reference models and case studies guide the modifications.

The approach Object-Oriented Security Analysis [27] reduces the efforts of an
analysis further by using object-oriented description techniques and graph rewriting
to facilitate the design of business process models and to enable automated model
refinement. The corresponding tool-support is similar to object-oriented design tools
which are well established in the field of software engineering (e.g., [47, 59]). The
approach was successfully used for the security analysis of applications based on the
middleware platform CORBA [28] and for information flow analysis of component-
structured software [26], too.

In this paper, we apply Object-Oriented Security Analysis to the refinement of
business processes in order to guarantee security requirements. The corresponding tool
support is a useful complement to the MoSSB P -framework. It supports the application
of the MoSSB P -methodology to modify business processes according to the required
security requirements. The diagrams representing the business process and its security
requirements, can be refined in a highly automated fashion by application of graph
rewrite systems (e.g., [2]). A rewrite system consists of a set of graph rewrite rules.
Each rule is a tuple of two graph patterns—a pre-pattern and a post-pattern—, an
application condition, and an effect function. The rule can be applied to a graph if the
graph contains a subgraph which is an instance of its pre-pattern. Moreover, the object
attributes in the subgraph have to fulfill the application condition. By application of
the rule, the subgraph is replaced by an instance of the post-pattern and the attributes
of the replacement objects are set according to the effect function.

The paper is structured as follows: First an overview of related approaches is given.
Section 3 provides a survey of security requirements and corresponding business pro-
cess elements. Thereafter we outline the MOSSB P -framework including the different
perspectives of MoSSB P -models, the architecture of the framework, and the process
to utilize MoSSB P (Section 4). The Object-Oriented Security Analysis approach and
the corresponding tool support is introduced in Section 5, followed by an application
example where a tender-handling process is checked for anonymity (Section 6).

2. Related work

The importance of business process’ security is accepted in general (cf. [32]). Many
approaches adapt access control and authorization methods used in database and oper-
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ation system areas to the domain of business processes and workflows (e.g., [1, 5, 9, 30,
53, 58]). But the handling of security requirements of these areas need a more broaden
view. For example, two companies may interact by performing a common business
process. The companies, however, may demand different, perhaps contradicting, se-
curity requirements from the common business process. A solution to this problem
is introduced in [44]. The task management in business processes is addressed by
Hung and Karlapalem [33] who use tokens for describing the capabilities and security
clearances of human or computer agents performing tasks. A task is also provided by
tokens and an agent may perform only a task if its tokens coincide with the tokens of
the task.

A more comprehensive approach is SEMPER (Secure Electronic Marketplace for
Europe, [38]) facilitating the construction of an open and secure electronic market-
place. SEMPER’s main focus is the technical realization of activities fulfilling certain
security requirements. The requirements are realized by means of security-related
services which are classified by a four-layer architecture. The project COPS (Com-
mercial Protocols and Services, [50]) has a broader view to security issues of electronic
marketplaces than SEMPER. It enables the design of an infrastructure for marketplaces
supporting all phases of a market transaction (i.e., gaining information, negotiation,
completion). The security services offered by SEMPER and COPS can be assigned to
the layer 1 of the MoSSB P -architecture (cf. Section 4) while the support components
to design and maintain activities based on the services are part of layer 2.

A lot of work was done in the field of security analysis. Baskerville delineates three
generations of security analysis methods [4]. The first generation are methods based
on checklists. Here, a system is scrutinized for the availability of safeguards by means
of checklists. Examples are SAFE [36], the Computer Security Handbook [31], and
AFIPS [7]. Tools based on this method comprise [3, 8, 10, 22, 29, 54, 60].

The main drawback of the first generation is the informal and non-structured way of
analysis which is hardly scalable to more complex computer systems. This is addressed
by the so-called mechanistic engineering method [4]. This method focusses on iden-
tifying and solving detailed function system requirements facilitating the reduction of
a complex system analysis into easier manageable system requirement examinations
by the five steps listed in the introduction. This method was introduced by Parker
[43] and Fisher [20]. A well-known tool is CRAMM (e.g., [12]) provided by the UK
Government. Here, examiners scrutinize a computer system for its assets by means
of checklist-based interviews with the system owners. Based on the interview results,
CRAMM develops further questionnaires to determine the threats on the assets and
to introduce suitable safeguards. Other tools based on mechanistic engineering are
RISKPAC [14], BDSS [42], and CBISA [19].

Unfortunately mechanistic engineering-based security checks tend to be laborious
and expensive. The third generation of so-called logical transformational systems in-
tends to overcome this shortcoming by introducing abstract models of systems and
security requirements. The extension SSADM of the tool CRAMM [11] is an early so-
lution of this idea. Here, abstract specifications of a system, its problems, the security
requirements, and possible technical options guiding the reviewing process are devel-
oped in parallel to the CRAMM interviews. Another approach is Baskerville’s logical
control design method [3] where relevant assets of a system and the threats to them are
modeled in a process like way and collected in a dictionary. More recent approaches
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concentrate on formal modeling of processes and requirements. For instance, Kien-
zle and Wulf propose the use of hierarchical organized trees which are called
Methodically Organized Argument Trees (MOAT) as a method to assess security of
computer systems [35]. Here, security requirements are defined in the form of MOAT
roots which can be refined or decomposed into subgoals resp. alternatives. Thereafter
the leaves of the trees are justified either by formal verification or by informal plau-
sibility checks. A similar method is the harmonizer approach of Leiwo and Zheng
[39]. A major drawback of these approaches is that they root in abstract requirement
descriptions. Thus they support the development of secure systems but are hardly suit-
able to the analysis of existing systems. The Risk Data Repository (RDR) approach
of Kwok and Longley [37] centers on supporting security officers to maintain exist-
ing systems. The RDR consists of various domains describing relevant elements of
a computer system, mappings between domains, and countermeasure diagrams. In
the EU-project CORAS [40] a framework is developed combining various security
analysis approaches as CRAMM, Hazard and Operability Analysis (HAZOP) as well
as Markov Analysis.

Like us, Thoben concentrates on using security analysis for business systems. He
developed an approach for the security and risk analysis of workflow based systems
[57]. In contrast to our approach, he is interested mainly on the evaluation of attacks
and risks which is performed by means of a fuzzy logic. The approach is not considered
suitable to MoSSB P since it does not support the selection of countermeasures against
attacks. Moreover, it is considered too complex to be used by domain experts.

3. Business process elements and security requirements

To provide a useful definition of the security requirements for a business process, one
has first to distinguish the various parts of the business process, the so-called business
process elements. According to [16, 55] one can tell apart four main categories of
business process elements:� Agents represent people and machines performing activities,� Roles represent rights and obligations, which are assigned to agents,� Artifacts are material which is worked with,� Activities represent tasks.

In order to reach a better correlation between business process elements and the
security requirements to be fulfilled by them, we adjusted these categories. On the one
hand, for the sake of simplicity we omitted the category role since roles are assigned
to agents. Therefore we can represent the role of an agent by the category agent as
well. On the other hand, we refined categories in order to get more specific element
types which relate directly to security requirements. The refined categories are listed
below:� Agents:

– Executing agent: Agent performing a certain task.
– Ordering agent: Agent who instructs another agent to perform a task.
– Agent of record: Agent who is instructed by another agent to perform a task.
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– Procedure: Agents may act according procedures (algorithms) to execute activi-
ties.

– End product: After executing a business process (or parts of it, e.g. activities),
security requirements may relate to the produced end products. These security
requirements may differ from security requirements of security objects used in
the executed activities.

– Information is represented by data. This kind of artefact includes all information
which is not in the sub-categories procedure or end product.

– Material: This kind of artifact includes all material which is not an end product.
– Information flow:1 The information flow describes all information exchanged

between agents as well as all agents participating in the exchange process.� Activities: An activity describes tasks in their entirety. It includes the executing
agents, the procedures used, and the information/material which is used and pro-
duced (end product).

Security of computer-based systems mostly concerns confidentiality, integrity, and
availability aspects. Our approach, however, is centered on domain experts who need
not to be security experts as well. Therefore, a domain expert has a possibly rudimen-
tary perception of business process security requirements which, moreover, is based
on the notice of security in the traditional run of business processes. For this reason, it
seems better to make a more detailed distinction of security requirements for business
processes. In [23] we identified the security requirements listed below.2 Here, we call
the objects, security requirements concern with (i.e., agents, artifacts, and activities),
security objects and persons, who act as intruders, security subjects.� Common security requirements:

– Confidentiality
– Integrity
– Availability� Protection of personality:

– Anonymity: The true identity of a security object is hidden and no one is able to
uncover it.

– Pseudonymity: Here, anonymity of a security object is realized in principle, but
may be uncovered by authorized subjects.

– Privacy: According to [32], privacy “is the right of individuals and organiza-
tions to control the collection, storage and dissemination of their information or
information about themselves.”� Bindings:

– Legal binding: An information or a specific end product is legally binding if it
contains an agreement which can be proven at court.

1 Generally, in business process models the information flow is not specified explicitly. However, it is
relevant in order to realize certain security requirements.
2 The list is subject to changes since new business processes may call for new security requirements.
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– Non-repudiation: In contrast to legal binding this security requirement is devoted
to activities which must not be successfully repudiated by an agent. In particular,
two different views are possible: At first, it should not be possible for a specific
agent to deny doing activities in principle. At second, it should not be possible
for agents to deny doing certain specific activities.

– Mutual dependency: Security objects are mutual dependent if activities or prop-
erties of a security object lead to activities or properties of a related object.� Physical property:

– Authenticity: A security object is authentic, if it is what it pretends to be. It may
be a copy of the original object.

– Originality: A security object is original, if it is what it pretends to be and it is
not a copy.

– Rights to use: The rights to use a specific security object specify, which agents
are allowed to use the object and in which manner.

– Copyright: The copyright of a security object is the right to reproduce it.� Hiding activities: This security requirement refers to the guarantee of confidentiality
in the performing of activities and, in particular, in the execution or delegation of
a procedure. Three different views are possible: At first, an activity must only be
invisible if it is carried out, delegated to, or delegated by a certain agent. At second,
an activity has only be hiddenly performed if it is executed by means of a certain
procedure. At third, the performing of an activity must not be visible at all.

Of course, not every security requirement is relevant for each business process
element (e.g., the requirement copyright is not reasonable for an activity). The useful
correlations between security requirements and business process elements are listed in
Table 1 (cf. also [23, 24]). Moreover, in some relations we need further refinements of
security requirements in order to address specific characteristics of security subjects
or objects. For instance, in the example system introduced in Section 6, we have to
distinguish the following characteristics of the agent involved in carrying out a tender
handling process in a fashion preserving the agent’s anonymity:� Against whom anonymity of the agent is required,� in which actions anonymity of the agent is required,� for which information, end product, procedure, resp. information flow anonymity

of the agent is required in the actions of the business process.

4. MOSSB P : A framework to support security of business processes

Domain experts have in-depth knowledge of the specific security requirements of
a traditionally running business process. Moreover, only a domain expert knows if
the risks resulting from the vulnerabilities of a business process are bearable. If a
traditional business process is refined to a modern computer-based process, the domain
expert demands that the refined process fulfills the same set of security requirements
as the original (e.g., a digital signature should be as legally binding as a traditional
“paper and pen” -signature). But as denoted above, in general, domain experts are not
computer security experts and they often have only a rudimentary perception of the
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security requirements necessary in a computer-based business process. Therefore, with
respect to the design of secure computer-based business processes, at first, a domain
expert needs help in the exact definition of security requirements suitable to a business
process. For example, it is not sufficient to demand, that a specific communication
should be confidential, since this statement is ambiguous. It does not clearly express
if the identity of the communicating agents, the content of the communication, or the
mere existence of the communication should be confidential. At second, to support
the design of a secure business process, a domain expert should be supported in
performing a security analysis of a business process guaranteeing that he considers all
relevant security requirements. At third, the domain expert must receive help in order
to determine the risks for the business process and the selection of suitable safeguards
enforcing security requirements.

The project MoSSB P [23] was developed to support domain experts to develop
exact definitions of security requirements as well as to analyze and modify business
processes in order to fulfill the security requirements. The business processes are
modeled by diagrams in the popular Unified Modeling Language (UML, cf. [6]).
To facilitate the understanding of the sometimes complex processes, we developed a
view-oriented model describing certain perspectives of a business process separately
(Section 4.1). Moreover, the framework architecture contains repositories containing
various concepts to describe security requirements of a business process as well as
means to guarantee the requirements which are introduced in Section 4.2. Further-
more, we defined a process to analyze business processes and to integrate suitable
safeguards as shown in Section 4.3.

4.1. Perspectives

As outlined in Fig. 1, one can describe certain aspects of a business process in separate
perspectives by means of different UML-diagram types (cf. [6]) in every perspective. In
the selection of suitable views, we followed Curtis et al. [16] who define the following

business process perspective

informational perspectivefunctional perspective

dynamic perspectiveorganizational perspective

Fig. 1 MoSSB P -perspectives
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perspectives as necessary to produce an integrated, consistent, and complete view of
a business process (cf. [25]):� The informational perspective represents the information entities, their structuring

and relationships between them. In our approach, we use UML class diagrams.� The functional perspective shows which activities (processes) are performed and
which data flow occurs between these activities. The functional perspective only
represents the flow of data within the system. In our approach, we use UML activity
diagrams.� The dynamic perspective represents for each information entity all possible states
and state transitions which may occur within the life cycle of the information entity.
In our approach, we use UML state chart diagrams.� The organizational perspective shows where and by whom activities are performed.
This perspective corresponds to the organigram of an organization and to role mod-
els. In our approach, we use UML class diagrams.

While the combination of these very specific perspectives provides a complete
description of a business process, the overall view is sometimes hard to achieve.
Therefore, and in order to be able to analyze a complete business process, we added
a fifth perspective which provides an integrated view on the other perspectives:� The business process perspective offers an abstract and integrated view of the busi-

ness process. In general, it is on a higher abstraction level in order to offer the domain
expert an comprehensible image of the business process. Thus, the analysis of the
security requirements, the business process should fulfill, is made easier. The busi-
ness process perspective is similar to the functional perspective but less detailed.
Additionally, it refers to the informational perspective and to the organizational
perspective. It describes the assignment of the activities to departments by using the
UML-construct swimlane (cf. Fig. 5).

In order to provide business processes with safeguards, in general, more than one
perspective has to be discussed. For instance, if one changes a tender handling process
with authentic tenders from traditional to electronic execution, digital signatures have
to be introduced. Thus, the modified business process has to reflect new artifacts as
public key certificates guaranteeing the authenticity of the digital signatures as well
as new activities like the checking of digital signatures for validity. In particular, the
following modifications have to be performed in the different perspectives:� Functional perspective: A further activity has to be added which checks that a digital

signature is valid.� Informational perspective: An additional class for public key certificates must be
added.� Dynamic perspective: Since the validity of certificates is time restricted, the prov-
ableness of digital signatures is only guaranteed for a certain amount of time. There-
fore a life cycle model of certificates has to be specified.� Organizational perspective: An agent managing the validity of digital signatures has
to be incorporated.
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layer

layer
4

layer
3

layer
2

layer
1

description of security
relevant components

representation
methods

abstract specifications of
business processes’
security requirements

detailed specification of
security requirements
based on basic security
elements and security
activities for which
alreadyprocedures on
layer 2 or soft- and
hardware building blocks
on layer 1 should exist

detailed specification of
procedures to realize basic
security elements or
security activities

security soft- and
hardware building blocks

graphical
representation
method (e.g. UML)

graphical
representation
method (e.g. UML)

sprecification
language ALMO$T

programing language,
description language
for program
modules, hardware,
service calls

Repository of
graphical

concepts to
specifysecurity
requirements

Repositoryof
alreadymodelled

business process’
modifications

according security
requirements in

form of case
studies

Repository of
procedures

realizing basic
security elements

or security
activities by using
building blocksRepositoryof

soft- and
hardware
building
blocksa

a e.g. crypto-libaries, security dongles, e-mail-system, adresses of
security relevant service providers

Tools to check
syntactical and

semantical
correctness

modules and tools

Fig. 2 MOSSB P -architecture

4.2. Architecture

We already pointed out that a task of the MoSSB P -framework is to support domain
experts with a rudimentary knowledge of security aspects to provide business pro-
cesses with security mechanisms. As a means to facilitate the comprehensibility of the
necessary security requirements and the selection of safeguards, we added a layered
set of repositories consisting of graphical concepts representing security requirements
relevant to business process elements as well as case studies and reference mod-
els showing their application in order to facilitate business process modifications.
Furthermore, software- or hardware building blocks as well as procedures to create
safeguards are collected in repositories in order to clarify the design of the counter-
measures. Nevertheless, as discussed in Section 4.3, often the additional support by a
security expert is still necessary. The repositories are organized in an architecture of
four layers as depicted in Fig. 2 (cf. [25]):

Layer 4: This layer supports the development of an abstract UML-based business
process specification by means of a repository of graphical concepts describing
typical business process elements and security requirements. The UML-diagrams
modeling the five perspectives of a business process are created by application and
adaptation of these concepts. In addition, this layer contains a tool checking the
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correct assignment of security requirements to business process elements (i.e., a
feature of the application SEMBA which is introduced in Section 5). If the tool rec-
ognizes a fault, it provides the person utilizing MoSSB P with an explanation of the
security requirement, information for which business process elements the security
requirement may be correlated, and information for which security requirements
the business process element in question may be linked.

Layer 3: To facilitate the modification of business processes, a set of reference models
and case studies3 is included describing sub-processes enforcing security require-
ments. The sub-processes contain basic security elements and security activities.
Basic security elements are abstract descriptions of security mechanisms which
enclose all information for their realization (e.g., “verify digital signature sig of
alleged signatory White”). An example of a security activity is the activity “deliver
a licence anonymously under consideration of its originality”.

The case studies of this repository are specified by means of the same UML
diagram types as the business process models at layer 4 and therefore most domain
experts should be able to understand them. A case study describes for each MoSSB P -
perspective how to act while realizing certain security requirements assigned to a
specific security object. It contains basic security elements and security activities
which may be realized by procedures on layer 2 or soft- and hardware building
blocks on layer 1.

Layer 2: This layer contains procedures to realize the basic security elements and
the security activities of layer 3 (e.g., a procedure checking if the digital signature
can be decrypted by means of the public key of the contract partner; a procedure
checking the originality of the contract partner’s public key by contacting a trusted
third party acting as a certification authority). To describe these procedures and
their combination in an easy and comprehensible fashion, we use the specification
language ALMO$T (A Language for Modeling Secure Business Transactions, cf.
[49]) which was developed in cooperation with the project COPS [50].

Layer 1: Soft- and hardware building blocks realizing security requirements di-
rectly, basic security elements included in case studies, or the procedures of
layer 2 are collected in this layer (e.g., a hardware encryption and decryption
chip resp. a distributed application enabling communication with certification
authorities).

4.3. Proceeding

To protect a computer-based business process against malicious attacks, one has to
create a model of the business process, to identify the necessary security requirements,
and to search the repositories for corresponding building blocks, procedures, or case
studies. If suitable elements are not available, they have to be designed or procured and
added to the repositories which, of course, requires the support of security experts. If
an addition of new elements is not possible, the domain expert has either to relax the
security requirements or the business process cannot be carried out at all. The overall
MoSSB P -process is outlined in Fig. 3. Here, by different shades of gray we describe

3 For the sake of simplicity we will consider only case studies below.
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( domain expert )
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Fig. 3 MoSSB P -process

which layer of the MoSSB P -architecture is addressed by a particular process step. The
process consists of four phases which are introduced as follows:

Phase 1: The domain expert has to identify security requirements and to assign them
to the business process elements. Afterwards, a semantic check by the tool support
takes place testing if the assignments are correct (layer 4). For each wrong assign-
ment an explanation is delivered and the domain expert has to decide what he really
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meant. If, for example, the security requirement anonymity is falsely assigned to
an activity, the semantic checker outputs the following information:� Explanation of the term anonymity,� information, which security requirements are relevant for the security objects of

category activity,� information, for which categories of security objects the security requirement
anonymity may be relevant.

Based on this information, the domain expert can correct the wrong assignments.

Phase 2: In the next phase, one checks for each security object if for all security
requirements assigned to the particular object a corresponding soft- or hardware
building block (layer 1) resp. a procedure (layer 2) exists. According to the result
of this check, the process proceeds as follows:� If a building block realizing the security requirements exists (layer 1), the process

finishes with a positive output for the particular security requirement.� If not a building block but a procedure exists (layer 2), one has to proceed to
phase 4 checking if this procedure can be realized.� If neither a building block nor a procedure exists for a security requirement, one
checks if a corresponding case study is available in the repository at layer 3 and
modifies the perspectives of the business process accordingly. If a case study
fits, the perspectives of the business process model must be adopted to fulfill
it and one may proceed to phase 3. Otherwise, a security expert is notified in
order to obtain or create a case study and to include it into the repository at
layer 3. If this is not possible, the domain expert is informed. He must decide if
the security requirements of the business process can be reduced. If a reduction
is not acceptable, the business process cannot be executed. If the domain expert
modifies the security requirements, the MoSSB P -process has to step back to phase
1 performing the semantic check (layer 4).

Phase 3: In this phase, one checks if each security activity and each basic security
element of a selected or newly developed case study is realized by a soft- or hardware
building block (layer 1) or a procedure (layer 2).� If a soft- or hardware building block exists, we can terminate the process for the

particular element.� If no building block but a procedure exists, we can continue the process with
phase 4.� If neither a soft- or hardware building block nor a procedure exists, the security
expert is informed. He tries to procure or develop corresponding soft- or hardware
building blocks realizing the particular element of the case study. If this fails, he
tries to create or procure an adequate procedure which is added to the repository
at layer 2. If that is also not possible, he notifies the domain expert who similarly
to phase 2 either relaxes the security requirements and steps back to phase 1 or
gives up the business process.

Phase 4: If a procedure is used to fulfill the security requirements or a security activity
resp. a basic security element of a case study, one has to check which soft- and
hardware building blocks are needed to realize the procedure. If not all building
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blocks are available at layer 1, the security expert is notified. If he cannot add them,
the domain expert again has to relax the security activities or give up the business
process.

By our proceeding, expensive security experts have to be consulted only if the
repository does not contain a sufficient solution for a particular security problem.
Moreover, any new development or procurement by a security expert will be added
to the repositories and leads to a growing set of building blocks, procedures, and case
studies. Thus, for a particular domain of security processes, the necessity to fall back
on security experts will decrease in time.

To support the modeling of business processes in UML, a graphical syntax editor
seems to be necessary to enable syntactical and semantical correct business process
specifications (layer 4). This editor, moreover, should help to identify relevant security
requirements. Furthermore, the modification process of layer 3 should also be facili-
tated by a tool since due to the large spectrum of different business processes one needs
a confusing high number of different reference models and case studies. For these two
tasks a security analysis tool seems helpful since it enables the highly automated mod-
ification of business processes by integration of suitable basic security elements and
security activities as well as the realizing of this elements by basic building blocks.
Therefore we extended MoSSB P by an adaption of the object-oriented security anal-
ysis tool SEMBA introduced in Section 5 which can be used as a graphical syntax
editor and for the security analysis of business processes.

5. Object-oriented security analysis of business processes

The security analysis of IT systems is standardized by ISO/IEC in the so-called set of
Common Criteria (CC, cf. [34]) providing a methodology for vulnerability detection,
risk assessment, and countermeasure integration. The terminology with respect to
security issues in the CC is more technical than those used in MoSSB P to describe
security purposes of business processes. Therefore, in this section we give a short
introduction to the CC and its terminology to support the understanding of the approach
for more technical oriented readers. Moreover, the relationship between the CC and
the business oriented terminology of MoSSB P is mentioned, too.

Figure 4 delineates the main security classes and associations defined by the CC.
The security relevant parts of a system are assets for their owners which, unfortunately,
are constantly exposed to threats by intruders, called threat agents, who exploit the
vulnerabilities of the assets for attacks. Therefore, the assets underly security risks. In
order to minimize these risks, the asset owners impose countermeasures reducing the
vulnerabilities of the assets. In our context, the security objects (i.e., business process
elements) correspond with the assets while the security subjects describe the intruders
attacking an asset.

Our object-oriented approach [26, 27] facilitates the design of CC-compliant busi-
ness models by providing a library of basic asset classes like networks, stations,
applications, and data as well as associations between the classes. Moreover, more
specialized classes are inherited from the basic classes in order to support modeling of
business processes. We designed classes specifying the activities, agents, and artifacts
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(cf. Section 3) participating in a business process. Utilizing the class libraries, our
tool SEMBA based on the toolset ARGO [59] facilitates the modeling of business
processes and sub-processes in the form of UML object diagrams (cf. [6]).

Class attributes are used to describe the amount of protection, a business process
needs to fulfill a certain security requirement. Each class contains attributes for all
security requirements relevant for the modeled business process element (cf. Table 1).
While there are various methods to describe the amount of protection for an asset, our
approach refers to the seven security levels corresponding to the evaluation assurance
levels defined in Part 3 of the CC [34]. For instance, level 7 shall be assigned to the
legal binding property of a contract if a breaking of this contract without successful
legal action leads to total collapse of the institution.

According to the CC, in the next analysis phase vulnerabilities and threats on the
assets are identified. Furthermore, one has to estimate the seriousness of the vulner-
abilities (i.e., the likelihood that they are in fact exploited to attack an asset). This
seriousness, of course, depends on the safeguards used to protect the security require-
ment. For instance, a successful appeal against the repudiation of a contract is more
likely if the subscription was witnessed by a notary. The seriousness is modeled by a
class attribute (threat seriousness level) which, similarly to the security levels of the
assets, may contain seven values.

Vulnerability and threat identification, however, tends to be laborious and compli-
cated and therefore is not well suited to domain experts with limited knowledge on
security. Therefore and in order to be consistent with MoSSB P , we altered the pro-
cedure in this place. Instead of adding vulnerabilities and threats, the domain expert
may identify security requirements and assign them to the business process elements.
The security requirements are also modeled as classes and instances of these classes
are added to the business process model. The tool can support the analysis process
by suggesting useful security requirements itself. Here, we apply a graph rewrite sys-
tem which modifies the UML object diagram by adding security requirement objects.
The graph rewrite system consists of graph rewrite rules (cf. [2]) each consisting of
a pre-pattern, a post-pattern, an application condition, and an effect function. The
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pre-pattern contains a UML diagram describing a business process sub-system which,
to be secure, requires a certain security requirement. The post-pattern describes the
sub-system extended by an object modeling the security requirement and edges link-
ing the new object with certain sub-system objects. Thus, by executing the rule, the
security requirement object is added to each part of the UML model corresponding to
the pre-pattern. The application condition may be used to restrict the execution of a
rule to certain object attribute settings while by the effect function attributes may be
altered. The security requirement objects are also provided with seriousness levels de-
scribing the likelihood of a successful attack on the system spoiling the corresponding
requirement.

As an example, we will sketch the rule adding a security requirement object au-
thenticity to an object of the class information or a derived class. The pre-pattern of
this rule consists of an information object which is linked by an object of the class
authenticity. The authenticity object, however, is marked as inhibitory stating that the
graph rewrite rule must only be executed for information objects not yet provided by
an authenticity object. The corresponding post-pattern consists also of the two objects
but without any inhibitory marks. Thus, by executing this rule on a model of a business
process, objects of class information or derived classes are provided by exactly one
security requirement object of class authenticity each.

After introducing security requirements, another graph rewrite system is used for
determining the risks on the assets. For each pair of a business process element and a
security requirement a risk object is created stating the risk that the business process
element may not be used correctly due to a violation of the corresponding security
requirement. Moreover, the tool calculates the risk level which is modeled by a class
attribute, too. According to Courtney [15], the risk level depends on the security level
of the asset and on the seriousness level of the security requirement. Currently, we
apply the matrix4 in Table 2 reflecting that the risk level depends on the average of
the security level and the seriousness level as intimated by Courtney. Of course, the
exact mode to evaluate these two levels for computing the seriousness of risk is worth
discussing and should be a part of an enterprise’s security policy. The domain expert
has to assess the risks which is also supported by a graph rewrite system. If all risks
are bearable, the security analysis can be terminated at this place.

Table 2 Matrix to calculating
risk values Threat seriousness level

Security

level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 0 0 1 1 2 3 3

2 0 1 1 2 3 3 4

3 1 1 2 3 3 4 5

4 1 2 3 3 4 5 5

5 2 3 3 4 5 5 6

6 3 3 4 5 5 6 7

7 3 4 5 5 6 7 7

4 The risk level 0 states that no risk is assumed and the risk object is removed.
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If the risks for the business process cannot be accepted, the security analysis pro-
ceeds to the safeguard assignment phase in order to enforce the security requirements
and, in consequence, to reduce the risks. The countermeasures are defined in another
class library and may be added to the model. Since countermeasures may contain vul-
nerabilities themselves, the analysis iterates the vulnerability and threat identification
phase as well as the risk evaluation phase. If the newly calculated risks can be accepted
as bearable, the analysis terminates. Otherwise, new countermeasures are suggested
and further iterations take place. After terminating the security analysis a real business
process can be modified based on the resulting UML model.

6. Example

Business-to-business transactions between companies by means of electronic procure-
ment (e-procurement) get more and more popular and, meanwhile, standards for the
transactions exist. For instance, the OBI consortium issued a set of specifications for
Open Buying on the Internet (OBI, [41]). In this standard, an architecture for electronic
procurement of goods and a corresponding business-to-business model are defined.
The architecture introduces a buying organization, selling organizations, a payment
authority, and a requisitioner. In behalf of the buying organization, the requisitioner
carries out orders at the selling organizations and the orders are paid by means of the
payment authority. An ordering process starts when the buying organization decides
to procure a certain good. At first, it provides the requisitioner with seller addresses.
Thereafter the requisitioner sends requests for tenders to the sellers, receives tenders,
decides about a winning seller based on the tenders, and sends an order to the winning
seller. Afterwards the order is fulfilled and paid by means of the paying authority. The
tenders and orders are compatible to the EDI standard [17].

As an example for the MoSSB P -support including a SEMBA-based security analy-
sis, we concentrate on the request for and the delivery of tenders which are realized by
a partial business process. SEMBA supports the design process by a library of process
element classes and edges to link the class instances. In the first step of the corre-
sponding MoSSB P -based process, the domain expert creates a UML activity diagram
modeling the partial business process as depicted in Fig. 5. The swimlanes describe
the departments which are responsible for the various activities. The requisitioner is
an employee of the purchase department which is responsible for the tender handling.
In later steps of the e-procurement, the dispatch department will be involved in the

Tender-handling()

purchase-department dispatch-
department

department-of-
quality-control

:Cl_requisitioner

offer:Cl_offertender :Cl_tender

Fig. 5 Tender handling process
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reception of the procured goods whereas the department of quality control will control
their quality. In our example, we use three activity objects instantiated from the classes
Cl process-start, Cl tender-handling, and Cl process-end. The objects are linked by
two solid arrows describing the order of the activities. The unnamed object of class
Cl requisitioner models the requisitioner who executes the activity Tender-handling.
It is linked with the activity by a broken arrow of class execute. Moreover, the busi-
ness process deals with tenders which are represented by artifact objects of the class
CL tender. The corresponding broken arrows depict that the tenders are used in the
activity Tender-handling. For simplicity, we model only two tenders being sent from
two different selling organizations.

In the following subsections, we will show the integration of new mechanisms into
the tender handling process in order to guarantee that the requisitioner may carry out
orders without disclosing the identity of his selling organization and himself to third
parties. This will be achieved by a MoSSB P -based analysis of the business process
for the security requirement anonymity and the corresponding integration of suitable
safeguards. This is outlined in the next three subsections. Moreover, we will sketch
the analysis of the business process for the authenticity of the tenders.

6.1. Phase 1

The domain expert decides that anonymity is important for the business process and
decides for simplicity to add the security requirement object of type anonymity to
the model and to link it with the activity Tender-handling without applying SEMBA.
This link, however, is incorrect (cf. row ‘anonymity’ and column ‘activity’ in Table 1)
which is detected by a semantic check providing the domain expert with the following
information:� Explanation of the term anonymity,� information, for which business process elements a correlation with anonymity is

possible,� information, for which security requirements a correlation to the business process
element activity is possible.

The domain expert recognizes that anonymity of the agent is what he really wants
and models the process accordingly. Figure 6 depicts the business process model after
the assignment of the security requirement anonymity. The corresponding security

Tender-handling()

:Cl_requisitioner

tender :Cl_tender

Fig. 6 Secure tender handling
process (1)
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requirement object is represented by a rectangle with a dog-eard corner including the
icon representing the specific security requirement. The silhouette head represents
anonymity. Again a semantic check is carried out and the tool notifies the domain
expert that more information how to relate the security requirement anonymity of the
agent to the objects of the business process is needed (cf. Section 3):� Against whom anonymity of the agent is required,� in which actions anonymity of the agent is required,� for which information, end product, procedure, resp. information flow in the business

process actions anonymity of the agent is required.

The domain expert decides to assign the following objects to the anonymity of the
agent:� Anonymity against the seller,� anonymity based on the activity Tender-handling,� anonymity based on the whole information transmitted between the buying and the

selling organization during the execution of the activity Tender-handling. Information
from the buyer to the seller is sent within tender requests while information on the
way back is transferred within the tenders.

Unfortunately, in the current model representations of the seller and the request for
tenders are still missing. To overcome this, the domain expert adds an agent object of
the class Cl seller modeling the sellers and the information object customer request

from the class Cl request describing a tender request. Furthermore, he adds links
describing the various aspects of the security requirement anonymity. In the model5

in Fig. 7 these links are specified by thick broken arrows.
After the integration of the security requirement anonymity to the tender handling

process, the domain expert has to rate the security level for the anonymity of the
business process (cf. Section 5). The anonymity of the buying organization is of relative
high relevance since a selling organization might use illegal methods like bribery of
buying organization members to gain an order if it knows their identities. Moreover,
an intruder disclosing the buyer’s identity by eavesdropping request for tenders might
supply competing selling organizations with information which worsens the business
relation of these companies with the buying organization. As a consequence of these
reflections, the domain expert assigns the security level 5. Additionally, the seriousness
of a successful attack on the security requirement anonymity has to be determined. To
provide this, the tool support SEMBA includes special policies. In the current case,
the seriousness of anonymity attacks without any countermeasures is estimated as
high, since the identity of the requisitioner is included as a sender address in the text
message and may as well be contained in the request data. Therefore, SEMBA assigns
the seriousness level 6 to the corresponding security requirement object.

As outlined in Section 5, we can also use the graph rewriting capability of SEMBA
to determine security requirements. Here, in a first step SEMBA adds security require-
ment objects correlated with a business process element (see Table 1). In a second

5 For the sake of clarity only one tender, one customer request, and one unnamed object of class
Cl seller are represented while the passport symbol connected with tender is added later.
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Fig. 7 Secure tender handling process (2)

step, the domain expert decides about accepting or rejecting security requirements and
SEMBA removes the rejected elements.

In this example, we will look on providing security requirement objects of the busi-
ness process element class information (i.e., the objects tender and customer request).
According to Table 1, the two process elements are linked with the security require-
ment objects confidentiality, integrity, availability, privacy, legal binding, mutual de-
pendency, authenticity, originality, right to use, and copyright. Each addition of a
security requirement object to the tender (and other information objects) is performed
by a separate graph rewrite rule.

Afterwards, the domain expert decides for each security object which security
requirements are necessary. Here, we assume that he selects for the tender objects
only the security requirement authenticity guaranteeing that the tenders are authentic.
This security requirement, however, is not seen as relevant for the customer request

objects since the requests are issued by the own buyer organization. Moreover, besides
of the already selected security requirement anonymity for the requisitioner, all other
requirements are discarded and one receives the model depicted in Fig. 7. Here, the
security requirement object of type authenticity is modeled by the passport symbol.

In the next step the authenticity security level of the business process and the
seriousness level of the security requirement have to be selected. Since not authentic
orders may spoil the ordering decision and therefore damage the buying organization
significantly, the value 6 is assigned to the security level. Moreover, without any
safeguard it is not too difficult for an intruder to fake tenders if the request for tenders
was previously wiretapped and SEMBA selects the seriousness level 4.

Thereafter, based on the selected security and seriousness levels, SEMBA creates
objects describing the risks that the anonymity of the requisitioner resp. the authenticity
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of the tender are successfully violated. According to Table 2 the risk levels are set to the
values 5 for both the anonymity and the authenticity risks. The domain expert decides
that these risks are too high to be accepted. Thus, one has to modify the business process
adding safeguards in order to guarantee anonymity of the requisitioner and authenticity
of the tenders. The steps adding the safeguards are outlined in the following.

6.2. Phase 2 of anonymity

At first, the domain expert checks if for the unnamed class CL requisitioner each
security object of the tender handling process a soft- or hardware building block
(layer 1), a corresponding procedure (layer 2), or a case study (layer 3) realizing the
security requirement anonymity exists. Assuming that the MoSSB P -repositories do not
contain suitable solutions, the domain expert has to consult a security expert in order
to create a case study for anonymous electronic tender handling. Before the security
expert can decide if it is possible to develop a case study and on which techniques the
case study should be based, he has to look on the relations between the involved objects
since these relations may be the reason for vulnerabilities leading to the disclosure of
identities.

Sources for vulnerabilities of an agent’s anonymity are information units, the agent
is dealing with, as well as the actions he is performing. Information usually contains a
direct link with the identity of the information creator which can be utilized to disclose
him. Actions involving the agent’s environment (i.e., interactions) always take place
by participating in a communication (i.e., by sending or receiving messages). Here, in
particular the transmitter and receiver addresses can be exploited for attacks against
an agent’s anonymity. Moreover, the user data may contain so called documentation
data (e.g., a declaration who is the creator of the user data) which is also a target for
an attack.

The various relations between security objects cause a whole spectrum of different
anonymity attacks. Gavish and Gerdes (cf. [21]) differentiate three anonymity types
which have to be considered in order to prevent disclosures:

Environmental anonymity: A person, who wants to act anonymously, must not be dis-
closed by people of his direct environment. In our example, the buying organization
has to guarantee that a potential intruder—which could also be an employee—must
not be able to observe the activities of the purchase department.

Content-based anonymity: A user acting anonymously has not to disclose deliber-
ately or inadvertently his own identity in user data created by himself. Therefore
the identity of the buying organization must not be included in the user and docu-
mentation data of a request for tenders. Moreover, it has to be impossible that the
identity can be deduced from the user or documentation data.

Procedural anonymity: If a user who wants to act anonymously, communicates elec-
tronically, the telecommunication protocol realizing the communication has not
to contain identity information in the protocol control information. Thus, the
protocol realizing the request for tenders (i.e., the HTTP-protocol according to
the OBI-standard [41]) must not include data allowing the deduction of the buying
organization’s identity.
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Fig. 8 Aspects of anonymity (taken from [52])

Another classification of the anonymity aspects was provided by Rubert [52]. As
sketched in Fig. 8, like Gavish and Gerdes this model distinguishes between infor-
mation and communication aspects. Moreover, it refers to social aspects which are
based on so-called anonymity groups. An anonymity group hides an anonymously
acting agent in a group of other agents. Intruders from outside the group must not be
able to recognize which agent of the group is executing a certain action. Finally, the
classification lists constraints which may influence the seriousness of the attacks. The
constraints depend on an attacker model specifying the characteristics of a potential
attacker (e.g., his computer capacity).

In our tender-handling example, the security expert decides in agreement with the
domain expert that he mainly protects procedural anonymity of tender requests. In
particular, he considers the following basic concepts to protect an agent’s anonymity:� Encryption of messages or message headers,� removal of sender identifications,� randomized transmissions which can be used to prevent traffic analysis of commu-

nications by comparing the lengths of messages or checking chronological orders,� creation of dummy messages in order to prevent traffic analysis, too,� broadcasting of messages.

Techniques to protect anonymity are based on these basic concepts. Below, we will
outline some techniques to guarantee anonymity (cf., e.g., [13, 18, 45, 46, 48]):

Techniques to protect the receiver anonymity: Here, we can apply broadcasting of
messages which do not contain the receiver’s identity. This method, however, is
not scalable to large numbers of potential receivers (e.g., the Internet). Neverthe-
less, it can be used for relatively small anonymity groups where the message is sent
to the group and a copy is delivered to every group member.

Techniques to protect the sender anonymity: In this case, we can use the following
basic concepts:
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between various parties. The results of a traffic analysis may be exploited by a
statistical analysis guessing the transmitter of a certain message successfully. A
means to prevent traffic analysis is the use of dummy messages distorting the
statistical analysis.� Removal of the sender identification which may be performed by so-called
anonymity servers. The sender transmits a message to the anonymity server which
forwards it without the sender identity to the receiver. Moreover, we call special
anonymity servers which are able to send the replies to the original sender, as
mediators.� Encryption of messages in order to prevent man-in-the-middle attacks on the
sender identity.

Techniques to protect the anonymity of the interconnection: In this case, only the
communication partners should know the existence of a data exchange between
the communication partners. To realize this technique, one has to combine various
basic concepts:� The sender identification has to be removed since, otherwise, the identity of the

sender may be disclosed using protocol control information during the transmis-
sion.� To prevent the disclosure of the sender identity by scrutinizing the user data, these
data have to be sent encrypted to their receiver.� To prevent attacks by performing a lexical analysis, the message has to be en-
crypted on the section between the sender and the anonymity server and also
between the last router of the route and the receiver.� A traffic analysis by observing the incoming and outgoing links of a router resp.
anonymity server which can be used to conclude the whole route of a message
can be prevented either by dummy messages or by randomized transmission.

Examples for techniques applying the listed methods in order to realize the
anonymity of transmitted data comprise MIXes [46] and Onion-Routing [56].

Unfortunately, the techniques outlined above do not address disclosures based on
content-based anonymity. Thus, the security expert cannot prevent that the buying
organization (i.e., the requisitioner) discloses the own identity by including vulnerable
data in requests for tenders. For instance, user data created by a word processing tool
may contain additional information describing the creator of the data. If it is possible,
the administrator of the word processor should turn off such features. Therefore, the
example analysis leads also to modifications of the software installation processes in
a company.

In our example, the anonymity of the buying organization against the selling organi-
zation in a request for tenders is based on the data transmitted between the requisitioner
and the sellers in the activity modeled by the object Tender-handling. The transferred
information is described by the information objects customer request and tender.

In order to decide which techniques should be used to protect the buying orga-
nization’s anonymity, an attacker model is necessary. As outlined above, both the
receiver of a request for tenders and third parties wiretapping the interconnection
links might gain by disclosing the identity of the buying organization. The domain
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and security experts, however, agree that the likelihood of anonymity attacks by
wiretapping messages is very low. Therefore, only countermeasures to protect the
anonymity of the buyer against analysis of received tender requests are installed. In
consequence, the case study developed by the security expert comprises the following
countermeasures:

1. The requisitioner has to prevent hints of the buying organization’s identity in the
user and documentation data of the requests for tenders. Since for this problem no
technical support is available, the system administration process has to be modified
accordingly.

2. The sender identification has to be removed from the protocol control information
by an anonymity server. Since the requisitioner needs to receive the answers of his
request, a trustworthy mediator must be consulted who removes the identification
data of the buying organization from the protocol control information of the tender
request messages. Moreover, the mediator forwards the received tenders to the
buying organization.

Figure 9 depicts the functional perspective of the adapted case study. If no trust-
worthy mediator is yet known, a lookup of suitable mediators is started and the access
information of the detected mediators is stored in a list modeled by an unnamed
object of class List mediator-anonymSenderBi. If the requisitioner wants to request a
tender, he selects a mediator, which is specified by the unnamed object of the class
Cl mediator, from the list and transmits the request for tenders to this mediator. The
mediator removes the transmitter identification and forwards a request for tenders to
the receiver. Moreover, the replied tenders are sent to the mediator which forwards it
to the requisitioner.

After integrating the safeguards into the business process, the domain expert repeats
the security requirement evaluation for the extended model. The application of a
mediator removing the identification data and forwarding the received tenders reduces
the danger of successful attacks on the anonymity of the buying organization. SEMBA

Send costumer
request to mediator()

: List_mediator-anonymSenderBi

[else]

[no trust worthy mediator-
anonymSenderBi is know n]

Search mediator()

Receive tenders
f rom mediator()

tender : Cl_tender

costumer_request : Cl_request

: Cl_mediator

: List_tenders

Fig. 9 Case study ‘mediator’
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enforces a policy stating that the applied safeguards reduce the seriousness level for
the unnamed object of class Cl requisitioner to 3 reflecting that it does not solve
content-based anonymity. Since the object has the security level 5, the new risk of
anonymity violations is set to 3 according to Table 2. The domain expert accepts this
low to intermediate risk as bearable and terminates the security analysis, at this point.

6.3. Phases 3 and 4 of anonymity

In phase 3, the domain expert has to check for each security activity and for each basic
security element of the case study if a soft- or hardware building block (layer 1) or a
corresponding procedure (layer 2) exists. The case study of the security requirement
anonymity does not contain basic security elements and security-relevant activities
(i.e., the two activities for sending requests for tenders and for receiving tenders do
not implement security elements to be realized by certain building blocks). Therefore
the domain expert does not need to take further action in phase 3.

Since we do not use procedures in phase 3, we can omit phase 4. Thus, by realizing
the case study developed in phase 2 and applying the building block created in phase
3, we can modify the tender request process in order to fulfill the desired security
requirement anonymity.

6.4. Phases 2 to 4 of authenticity of information

In this subsection the processing for the security requirement authenticity of the objects
of class Cl tender is shortly described. To ensure that a security object of the type
information (cf. Section 3) is what it pretends to be, nobody must be able to modify
the object after its creation. A useful method to guarantee authenticity is public key
cryptography. In our example, the tender has to be digitally signed with the private
key of the seller. If the check of the digital signature fails, the tender is not authentic

Check digital signature()

Receive()

: Cl_public key certif icate

Delete failed tenders()

tender : Cl_tender

[digital signed]

: List_tenders

[else]

[failed]

Fig. 10 Case study ‘authenticity of a document’
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Send costumer
request to mediator()

: List_mediator-anonymSenderBi

[else]

[no trust worthy mediator-
anonymSenderBi is know n]

Search mediator()

Receive tenders
f rom mediator()

costumer_request : Cl_request

: Cl_mediator

Check digital signature() : Cl_public key certif icate

Delete failed tenders()

tender : Cl_tender

[digital signed]

: List_tenders

[else]

[failed]

Fig. 11 Secure tender handling process (3)

and must be removed by the requisitioner. In the repository of layer 3 an adequate case
study is stored modifying the following perspectives:� In the functional perspective an activity Check digital signature of the relevant in-

formation and an activity Delete failed tenders are included, which will be executed
if the check fails.� The informational perspective contains an unnamed object of the class Cl public

key certificate.

In the repository of layer 2 an ALMO$T procedure (cf. [49]) is stored specifying
how to realize the activity Check digital signature. In this procedure among other
things the construct RSA.decrypt(pKeyring.get(seller).tender) is used. It guarantees
that the document tender has to be decrypted by the method RSA using the public key of
seller which is stored in pKeyring. Appropriate software tools to realize the decryption
of a document using the method RSA are offered in the repository of layer 1.

Figure 10 shows the case study describing how to modify the functional perspective
of the tender handling process according to the security requirement authenticity of the
tenders. Figure 11 depicts the modified functional perspective of the tender handling
process regarding the security requirements anonymity and authenticity. After sending
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the costumer request to potential sellers, receiving their tenders via a mediator, and
checking the digital signatures of the tenders, the tenders are evaluated and a win-
ning seller is chosen (activity Decision about tenders). This safeguard protects the
authenticity of the tenders very well and the resulting seriousness level of the security
requirement is set to 1. In consequence, the risk level for successful attacks on the
authenticity of tenders will be computed as 3 which is accepted by the domain expert.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the MoSSB P -framework supporting domain experts to
define security requirements for business processes and to modify business processes
in order to guarantee the requirements. The modeling of business processes, the identi-
fication of suitable security requirements, and the introduction of safeguards enforcing
the requirements are supported by the object-oriented modeling tool SEMBA.

Currently, the graph-rewriting feature of SEMBA supports the selection and correct
integration of security requirements into a business process model, the computation of
seriousness levels, the addition of risk objects to a model, and the calculation of risk
levels. In other application domains (cf. [26, 28]), we also use graph-rewriting for the
selection and evaluation of safeguards. In particular, graph rewrite systems are used
to introduce the objects modeling countermeasures to a system model. These objects
contain attributes describing a protection level and the estimated costs of imposing the
specified countermeasure. In a first step, this additional feature of SEMBA suggests
for each pair of a system element (e.g., in our domain a business process element) and
a risk object all countermeasures with a sufficient protection level (i.e., the protection
level must be equal or higher than the risk level). Thereafter SEMBA compares the
costs of the countermeasures and selects one with a good relation between costs
and the level of protection. This feature can also be adapted to MoSSB P where the
retrieval of the repositories for building blocks, procedures, and case studies may be
automated.

Moreover, at the moment SEMBA models only functional aspects of business pro-
cesses. A complete description of a business process, however, considers also at least
two other perspectives (cf. [51]): At first, the informational perspective represents
the information entities, their structure, and relationships between them. At second,
the organizational perspective depicts in which place of an enterprise and by which
agents activities are performed. For the selection of modifications in layer 3 of the
MoSSB P -architecture one has often to consider these perspectives as well. For in-
stance, the modifications in Section 6.2 can only take place if mediators to remove
sender identifications are known. The existence of mediators, however, can only be
detected by considering the informational perspective. Furthermore the list of me-
diators (List mediator-anonymSenderBi) must be administrated and an agent must be
allowed to do this. This implies the necessity to modify the organizational perspec-
tive. For these reasons the informational and organizational perspectives must be
modified accordingly. Therefore we plan to extend SEMBA further in order to sup-
port also UML diagrams modeling informational and organizational aspects. More-
over, the graph rewrite rules shall be extended in order to modify different diagrams
simultaneously.
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